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Abstract

This thesis re-presents four young Australian children’s experiences of art in their homes, early childhood and beginning school settings. The research involves two boys and two girls who, equipped with digital cameras, took photographs of their art experiences over a ten month period. Through sensitive interactions between the researcher and the children, and research methodologies associated with narrative inquiry and visual ethnography, each child’s photographs and discussions generated the co-constructed research data. The children’s perspectives take prominence in the findings, and Deweyan and Vygotskian sociocultural-historical perspectives inform an understanding of their art experiences. This research is accessible to practitioners and allows for an empathetic reading which may then lead to important pedagogical insights and developments for early childhood and beginning school art education.

Deweyan perspectives on art as experience contributed to a deeper understanding of the nature of children’s art experience, children’s spontaneous art, their exploration of big ideas through art, and the temporal dimensions of their art experiences. Art experiences in which challenges were acknowledged and overcome acted as important moments in children’s artistic development. Children used art to provide for themselves in terms of games, learning experiences and cultural artifacts. Through art experiences they made sense of history and change, linked events, places and people, recorded aspects of the world around them, and met emotional needs. Through art children transformed materials into art media and solitary play experiences into vibrant intrapersonal dialogues. Through art they transformed their understandings of the world around them, and transformed interaction into participation and communication with others.

This study also noted that in order to engage in satisfying art experiences children required conditions of some uninterrupted time, uncontested space, some tolerance of noise and also some contemplative silence. Children also required ready access to art materials and their artworks. Social interactions were vital to fullness of art experience and while children actively sought social interactions through art they also benefited from the presence of interested but unobtrusive others. As such, children’s art experiences were a mix of public and private times.
In terms of the context for art experience, however, there was often a mismatch between the level of complexity of art experiences at home, preschool and school with children often showing greatest competence at home. In educational contexts, fulfilling art experiences were promoted or constrained by perceived safety issues, teacher-child ratios, time allocations, curriculum expectations, and teachers’ beliefs about art, children’s artistic competencies and learning. In all settings, the way the children experienced art spaces was of more significance to the nature of their art experiences than the physical characteristics of such spaces.

This study contributes towards locally-based and international research concerned with young children’s experiences of art in their homes and educational settings. At a theoretical level it contributes to Deweyan and Vygotskian sociocultural-historical perspectives and research as understood in the 21st century. It contributes towards knowledge advancement in early childhood and primary education, art and art education, teaching and learning, parenting, home-based learning, and aesthetic theory and education. It also provides specific insights into the NSW Australian curriculum and practices in early childhood and beginning school contexts and has some relevance to New Zealand art and early childhood pedagogical practices. At a methodological level this qualitative research contributes towards co-constructivist paradigms, arts-based methodologies, narrative inquiry, visual ethnography, and contemporary ethnographic studies. It also expands on collaborative research with young children, children’s camera use and positive adult-child research relationships.
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